wonderful!
Dr. Jeff Davidson

being effortless in a word
simple!
Eva Liang, M.D.,
FOUNDER OF CENTER
FOR SIGHT & SIGHT FOR LIFE

MD, FACEP
CHAIRMAN,
MEDICAL DIRECTOR
VALLEY HOSPTIAL
AND UFC RINGSIDE
PHYSICIAN

“for anyone
looking to configure
a cloud solution
with great customer
service and support,
effortless office is the
perfect solution.”

focused!
Greg Keh

vital!
Richard Faircloth
VP, CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
THE NEW TROPICANA LAS VEGAS

“when the new tropicana las vegas launched
its $200 million transformation in 2009,
information technology was among the
necessary property enhancements…
after conducting comprehensive research
of potential companies that could provide
support for our network, systems and help
desk, we signed a (six-month) contract
with effortless office. it was a decision
that we would not regret.
as the six-month contract came to a
close, we made the executive decision
to continue our contract. I am thrilled to
say that effortless office remains vital to
our all-new resort and has become a part
of the new tropicana las vegas family.”

strategic!

“Our company
considers effortless
Director of IT office, a strategic
partner for success!”
FLEXKOM AMERICA INC.

“Providing our
patients the optimal
experience for
something so vital
as their vision means
that we focus on our
patients – rather
than our IT, and
Effortless Ofﬁce
makes this possible.
From a complex
electronic medical
records system and
proprietary software
to hundreds of
scanners, printers,
phones, and other
devices our setup is
by no means simple,
but with the crew
at effortless ofﬁce
standing by, it feels
simple. Even with our
expansion from one
ofﬁce to four ofﬁces,
it truly was effortless.
Using their remote
desktop product
allows us to turn on
our IT each morning
as easily as we turn
on the lights. Thank
you Effortless Ofﬁce!”

CEO TWI GROUP

“effortless office
and their entire team
is a perfect example
of teamwork,
dedication and
partnership.
Their entire team
is focused on results,
their technologies
allow us to meet
leading edge
standards at a
fraction of the cost
and their partnership
and commitment
to our success as a
company is of the
highest value. It is
very rare to have
all these components
today and we
are happy to
recommend effortless
office.”

